THE PRACTICE RANGE: FOREGOLF

A GREAT FIT!
Like a well-made suit, a set of custom built
clubs can add that extra dimension
here is a common misconception
that you have to be a great golfer to
benefit from custom fitted golf clubs. In truth,
almost the opposite is true! The player that will
most likely see the biggest handicap reduction
from improved and fitted equipment is the high
handicapper. Fitted clubs will improve their
distance, reduce their dispersion and get the
ball going where they want it to.
That said, elite or low handicap players can
see significant benefits in terms of distance,
consistency and shot-making too, it really just
depends on where you go, what you want and
how the process is conducted.
It would seem that nowadays there are a

T

variety of places where you can get custom-fit.
So what should you look for in the process,
how you know that you are getting a good
service and ultimately what should you be
expecting?
IGM went to visit Fore Golf who are based
at Killeen Castle, Dunsany, Co Meath, to find
out more about the process, see how they do
it and see if we can dispel any of the myths
surrounding custom-fitting.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
WOW. Not only is the location at Killeen
Castle idyllic, home as it was to the Solheim
Cup and Ladies Irish Open but there is a calm
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in the air which immediately puts you at ease.
Then you walk into the Fore Golf HQ and
you can see that they have taken their custom
fitting philosophy, applied it to absolutely
everything and custom fit themselves for their
entire workspace!
Having been custom fit previously we had
some idea of what we should expect to see in
such an establishment but this was a complete
shock. When entering “The Workshop” you
expect to see clubs everywhere, a young
apprentice with dirty apron sweating in
a small room with no windows. This was
entirely the opposite! Filled with natural light
you walk in and are immediately faced with
the workshop which is behind a glass wall.
Thousands of clubs and clubheads, shafts
and every other element for the club building
process line the walls and in the centre of the
room is Don, smiling away and exuding the

confidence that he has it all in hand – just
as you’d expect after his 18 years in this
business.
You get the feeling that you’ve walked
into not just a place of business, but a place
where business is done well.

THE PROCESS
Before you arrive you will have visited the
website www.foregolf.ie and booked your
allocated time. All bookings can be done
online and you can choose from the available
timeslots. Sessions are done in 30 or 60 minute
intervals depending on how much you want
assessed. Once booked you must complete the
questionnaire online which gives all the basic
information and prepares the technician for
what you will require when you arrive.
Once in the door at HQ you’ll meet
Christine, she will talk you through the process
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WHO ARE FORE GOLF?

STAFF PROFILES
DEREK MURRAY

The guy behind ForeGolf, the visionary and entrepreneur who
decided to do things differently in the golf industry. A former Tour
trained technician with Cleveland Golf who spent two seasons
building clubs for the best players in the world on European
Tour. A UPS brand ambassador, technical advisor to The PGA of
Canada and the first and only World Clubmaker of the year from
outside of USA. When he left school he wanted to be a radio DJ
and had his own show on pirate radio station, Radio Dublin.
DAVID WILLIAMS

and introduce you to the technician who will
do your fitting. From there it’s onto the fitting
itself which is in fact much more relaxed than
you’d expect. It’s always a bit nerve wrecking
to have someone you don’t know stand by
and watch you swing the club, but somehow
the guys place you at ease. Just remember
– this is why you booked, this is where the
magic happens!
You start the fitting by hitting 10-15 balls,
loosening up and also giving the technician
a chance to track your ball flight, see what
your shot style is like, analyse what your bad
shots are and all the while they will take stock
of what you have in your bag, look at the
lofts and lies and generally ask you some
questions to give them a better understanding
of your requirements.
You might wonder (as we did) why there
aren’t any clubs in the fitting room. Simple
answer is “We make everything specifically
for you, so have all the shafts and clubheads
here and we’ll work out the best fit for you
as we go through the session and try out
different options.” Makes perfect sense when
you think about it!
During the fitting you’ll hit perhaps 30-50
balls with the technician swapping shafts
and clubheads examining the screens to see
the flight and distance of the shot, making a
comparison and then deciding what would
be best for you. They will show you the
numbers as they come along and will make
decisions with you. They also give you a full
printed pack at the end of the session which
has all the stats, recommendations and prices
as offered, so you don’t need to memorise
these as you go along.
Bear in mind that fittings come in 30

All the major brands are here and every single
club they provide is built onsite, specifically for
each customer.

ForeGolf’s main fitter, Dave looks after the majority of the
daily fittings and sees over 30 customers every week. He met
Derek on the European Tour in 2003 where he too worked
with Cleveland Golf as a trained tour technician. He joined
ForeGolf February 2008 and as well as fitting oversees stock
ordering and controls through to workshop build sheets. He is
a Microsoft Excel expert and designed all of ForeGolfs fitting
sheets and operating systems. Dave has a thing about shoes
and had quite a collection of different colours and styles.

HOW TO BOOK
Visit www.foregolf.ie and click on the button “Book Online”.
Select the date you want and options of what times are available
that day will appear. Pick the time and compete the form. Simple.
Alternatively you can contact Fore Golf on 01 9060147 /
Email: hello@foregolf.ie. Facebook facebook.com/foregolfcustom
Twitter @foregolfcustom

DON MURRAY
Don is the Dad of the family and runs the workshop. He is one
of Europe’s highest qualified Clubmakers and holds a Master
Craftsman status. An engineer by trade his Dad, Keiran,
Dereks’ Grandad was the golfer of the family who regularly
played with Christy O’Connor Snr in Royal Dublin. Don loves
his cars and was once a semi pro racing car driver. He was
also the one who came up with the name ForeGolf way back
in 1996.

BRANDS CATERED FOR:

WHAT WE NOTICED

or 60 minute sessions so they have to be
concise with their assessments and questions
are tailored to give them the required
information.
Once you’ve completed the fitting it’s
decision time! Would we like to buy the clubs
recommended? You can sit and chat with
the technician, ask any questions you might
have and see what the alternatives or options
are if you wish. This can be a difficult moment
as buying golf equipment in general isn’t
cheap but even with the custom fitting it’s not
that much different to off the shelf prices. In
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general terms prices range from €150-€540
for a driver and €75-€130 per club for irons.
Again, the professionalism shines through
at this point. The technician will be open and
honest with you and if your own clubs are
equally as good as any they can provide
they will tell you just that. Maybe just some regripping is all you need – we can do that for
you here! Perhaps you should look at one or
other aspect and then come back in 3 months
and look at the rest? All options are given to
you and there is no pressure on you to buy –
a rarity these days!

Fore Golf are without doubt professionals in their
field. They offer a huge range of products including
all major golf manufacturers, thousands of shaft
combinations and hundreds of grip alternatives.
You don’t win the World Club Maker of the
Year Award without knowing a thing or two, but
these guys really have their finger on the pulse.
The booking process was really easy. Log onto
the website www.foregolf.ie, choose the time
you want, book it and everything is done online.
Sessions are priced at e50 for 30 minutes and
e100 for 60 minutes. The fitting process was
very comprehensive. They assessed us based on
handicap ability, shot style, ball dispersion (the
width from left to right of how far away our shots
landed), ball flight and distance.
They empowered us to make the choice. Did
we like this clubhead or that clubhead? Did we
prefer the feel of this shaft or that shaft? As you’d
expect there are numerous fitting combinations
that can suit each player so making sure the
customer is engaged in the decision and happy
with the final product is extremely important.

All the major brands are here and every single
club they provide is built onsite, specifically for
each customer. There are no clubs prebuilt for
you to try so there are no assumptions and no
hard sell on any one brand.
After the fitting it took a couple of rounds to
get used to the new equipment but once we did
it was such a joy. Extra distance, more fairways
and happily less strokes on the handicap!
This is a family business. Derek, Don, Christine
and Jill are all family. Dave, is a Sunderland
boy – but he’s working there so long now he’s
almost one of the family! In true Irish family
business style, it’s a very relaxed environment,
seems like a fun place to work and subsequently
it’s a fun place to come. Everything about Fore
Golf is very customer focused. Their philosophy
is quite simple, ‘We make golfers better by fitting
the club to the player and then building that club
for the player’. This means that everything they
do is tailored towards you the customer, your
experience and helping you improve your game.
For more information check out their website
www.foregolf.ie

CHRISTINE MURRAY
The Mum and central figure at ForeGolf HQ. Christine meets
and greets all the golfers who visit each day and looks after
the phones and coordinates all the bookings at ForeGolf.
She doesn’t play golf but can hold a full blown conversation
about the great game as she has been helping Derek with the
business since it started in Naas, Co.Kildare in 1997. Preferring
dogs to golf she looks after Ruby and brings her on her walks
around the grounds of Killeen Castle every day.
JILL MURRAY
The sister to Derek and co-Director of the business she looks
after all the accounts, website, social media and newsletters.
She was also responsible for the “look” of the business both
on the website and also the actual internal building when
the business moved to Killeen Castle in 2011. As a non-golfer
with a passion for design and photography Jill keeps ForeGolf
looking fresh and sharp.
RUBY THE DOG
They say that dogs are great for curing stress and promote a
feeling of well-being by just having them around. We brought
Ruby into ForeGolf since she was a puppy and she is now
well and truly a part of the business. Some customers drop by
just to see her and as director or walkies she definitely likes
barking the orders at ForeGolf HQ.
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